United States
to Put Ban on
Magikarp Fishing
By Jon “Big O” Mahan
~ Daily Bull ~

Yes my friends, it seems
that the United States is
putting an upcoming ban
on the fishing of Magikarp.
Magikarp, a once plentifully useless fish of the sea,
are a common sea animal.
Their numbers however,
have dwindled greatly, as
hordes of 10-year-old children have set off on Pokémon adventures, with one
of their favorite choices
being the Magikarp. Numbers since pre-1990’s have
dropped by nearly 92%.
The once ‘roach of the sea,’
Magikarp seems to now be
a rare commodity. Though
oddly enough, they’re still
as common as ever.
PETA backs this plan, as they
have rallied and called for
years for the ban of Magikarp fishing. Magikarp are of...see It Used Splash! on back
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By Liz Fujita ~ Future Daily Bull Dictator

Using a public restroom, I think, is
something most people generally dislike. There’s something inherently weird
about performing bodily functions in
close (albeit thinly separated) quarters, since we usually
keep them to ourselves. I think it may
even be evolution’s
doing that we feel
awkward using public facilities – you’re
pretty vulnerable
when you’re ready
and poised to do
your business, so it’s
better to get out of
the open and away
from predators that
can kill you. What an
inelegant way to go!
But I realized one day that there’s
something else making public restrooms so unappealing. Who here is
familiar with Murphy’s Law? You know
– if you drop a piece of buttered
toast, it will of course land butterside-down; if you buy something on
Tuesday, it will of course go on sale
Wednesday. The same principle also
governs bathrooms.

Like math, bathrooms in this system
adhere to certain theorems and conjectures. First, Theorem 1: If I need
to use the bathroom, I will go
find one. There would be no point
of anyone being inside the restroom unless you need to be
there – to powder
your nose, to do your
business, to escort a
small child, and so on.
Next, Theorem 2:
If there is a bathroom, then there is
at least one stall.
Otherwise, it would
be a standalone sink,
and totally useless.
And finally, Axiom
B-1: Murphy’s Law
applies. Every time you decide “screw
it, I’ll just dry my hands on my pants,” the
paper towels are refilled, etc.
And so, using these, I can prove the
following statement that makes me
want to go nuts every time I try to use
a public bathroom:

In a restroom with n stalls, and me very
...see P + P = PP on back
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much wanting to use one, I will be at least the n+1
person in line.
I can prove this directly by saying that, since I am in the
restroom to use it (Theorem 1), which has at least one
stall (by Theorem 2), there will of course be at least one
other person who wants to use the bathroom (by Axiom
B-1/Murphy’s Law).

Lemma: Since Murphy’s Law applies in all sorts of situations, it makes some sense that the more strongly I have
to go, the more people will also just happen to need to
go, too. Them just happening to need the facility at the
same time as little suffering me increases the number of
other people in the bathroom to at least n.
... It Used Splash! from front

ten beaten, abused, mistreated, and
starved, in order to induce the rage
that makes them strong, and turn into
Gyarados. This practice has resulted
in the deaths of more than just a few
trainer children, as their new Gyarados refuse to listen to them, and end
up eating, or just killing their trainer.
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By applying the Bathroom Theorems, Axiom B-1 and the
Lemma above, other people will fill up the n stalls first,
leaving me at least the n+1 person in line, doing the
potty dance. QED.
See? The math doesn’t lie. Of course, when I don’t
particularly need to pee (the proverbial “Timmy, use the
bathroom before we leave!” // “But I don’t have to go
now!”), the stalls are all open – obviously, since I was
dragged in and don’t really need to be there, I have
violated Theorem 1 and am not even in the system.

Woah, Candy!
By Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Daily Bull

Dudes. Dudesses. You know what is totally delicious? Fruit Roll-Ups. Rachel Wood gave me one this morning, and woah man. It’s like my childhood is popping out of my tongue. The sugary deliciousness! The funky
colors! The get-stuck-in-my-teeth-ability! YUM! Whoever came up with
this iconic sheet of corn syrupy goodness must’ve been a total genius.
They didn’t even use high fructose corn syrup – only the regular and dried kinds. Woah, that’s
almost healthy.

Of course, men don’t even have to worry about the
Bathroom Hypothesis, because apparently urinals are
infinite. What a ripoff.

The US isn’t the first nation to propose these sorts of bans. Many
other nations around the world
have begun to limit Magikarp
fishing and training; however,
stories of deaths around
the world still ring in from
these deadly… carp.
One child in Sweden was
playing with his Magikarp
when the beast suddenly
evolved and killed his mother.
It seems that the mother had been
beating the Magikarp when the child
was away, in hopes it would evolve.
Nobody else was harmed; however,
Sweden has set up Magikarp rearing
centers.
Spain already has a ban on Magikarp fishing, after a stray Gyarados
destroyed a coastal port town,
dealing millions in damage. Venice
won’t even allow trainers to have a
Magikarp and other water Pokémon
like Remoraid, Totodile and family,
Azumarril, and Kingler, among others.
They say that many of these Pokémon
have caused considerable amounts
of damage to their vital waterways
that go throughout the city.

The call for the ban hasn’t been met
without hostility however. Thousands of ten year olds and dragon
fanatics worldwide have been calling for the allowance of Magikarp
catching. They say that without it, they won’t be able
to complete their Pokedex’s or, worse yet, won’t
be able to beat their friends
without the powerful Gyarados.
However, many Pokémon enthusiasts have had no trouble backing
up the US and experts on this saying
that “You don’t need a Gyarados.
They’re water flying. Any Pokémon
with an electric attack would destroy it. Go for something else.”
However, many cry out that they still
want to have the ability and choice
to use Gyarados. Some say that
they just like surfing on them, as the
Pokémon a favorite among extreme
surfers in Hawaii, California, Australia, and others. The vote is set to
go down this week, though when
exactly is still a mystery. The vote as
of now seems to be a deadlock of
49/49, with Sen. Lieberman undecided as of now.

After five weeks on on a strict Fruit by
the Foot diet, Nathan Invincible was no
longer recognizeable. His tongue, scientists say, became so long and powerful
that it grew sentient; he has not been
seen since this photo dated
March 22, 2010.

See, back when I was a kid, all
I did was eat candy and run
around outside. I still eat excessive amounts of candy, but
for some reason I’ve left behind almost all of old favorites.
Fruit Roll-Ups, Fruit by the Foots,
Gushers, the list goes on and on.
I still murder sour patch kids in
the droves, but it’s for a good
cause. I require sustenance in
the form of small, funky colored
people!

You know what would be an
even more genius idea than inventing Fruit Roll-Ups? Candy with nutrients that are actually beneficial to
me. If they can do it with gummy vitamins, why can’t everything be good
for me? Load these little suckers up with 100% of my daily needs and I’ll
be good to go. It’d be just like the future envisioned in the 1950s and 60s.
Everything we need in one little pill. The end to world hunger! All in this in
a delicious handful of sour patch kids. The future couldn’t be any sweeter.

